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The manuscript entitled: “31 years of hourly spatially distributed air temperature, humidity, and precipitation amount and phase from Reynolds Critical Zone Observatory” by Patrick et al. describes a open dataset on hourly grids of Tair, precipitation, relative humidity, dew point temperature and precipitation phase for Reynolds Creek Experimental Catchment (RCEC). The data set is interesting and may be useful for different applications, especially for validating different meteorological and snow models. I think that this work suites very well with the topic of the specil issue in which the manuscript is framed. My main concern on the provided dataset is the lack of any error estima-
tion, and discussion of obtained errors on the generated grids. In my opinion, the usefulness of the dataset would noticeably gain if authors conduct a cross validation (or similar) exercise for the interpolations and provide error estimators to have an idea on the magnitude of the expected errors for each variable, and determine if it exits any spatial or seasonal pattern in the accuracy of the generated grids. Temporal series of accuracy/error estimators could allow checking if a different number of available cases to interpolate affects the reliability of the generated grids. I think that this extra effort must be done before the acceptance of the manuscript. It would be also good to show some series of monthly data (mainly for precipitation) for areas that are far from the observations, compared to observed series. Sometimes when residual correction is performed it can create artifacts in unsampled regions (even when error estimators are good), and this should be checked. Another point that should be considered is about the provided resolution of the grids. It should not be based only in a visual comparison of different resolutions, it should aim to find a good balance with the density of the observations network. A resolution of 10 mts is microclimatology that it could not be properly addressed with the available observation network. Probably an intermediate resolution (30-50 mts) is more realistic for the number of cases used for the interpolation and could reduce considerably the weight of the files.

Other comments

- The abstract should indicate the period covered by the offered data. - Figure 1 should show the location of the catchment at a wider geographical frame. - Figure 2 could be complemented by temporal series for the three variables showing how many stations were working simultaneously (an hence used for interpolation) at each time step in which the gridded data series are provided. - Despite windshields are used, have you any estimation of undercatch precipitation? which wind correction was applied?, is it posible to asses in any way the benefit of applying the wind correction in terms of accuracy? - The dataset is very interesting itself, but the possibility to offer some extra data on snow pack, and other meteorological variables could greatly enlarge the number of
applications of the provided dataset. - Despite my poor skills with Python, I visualized some of the data using the provided code. However, I was unable to download data from the OPeNDAP portal, perhaps I did something wrong but it should be checked before acceptance of the manuscript.

Hoping my comments will be useful.